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This issue of the European Thyroid Journal features the European Thyroid Association (ETA) guideline on the use of L-T4 + L-T3 (levothyroxine + liothyronine) in the treatment of hypothyroidism [1]. Some time ago, the first author of the guideline invited me to speak at the annual ETA meeting on the very same topic. It was 5 years after the Bunevicius paper [2], which had already been followed by several larger studies aiming to address the question of whether combination treatment was more effective than L-T4 monotherapy. The newer studies at the time [3–6] had confirmed my own personal clinical experience that tired patients on L-T4 continued to be tired patients on L-T4 + L-T3. I made a few rather cynical remarks during my presentation, which got me some laughs by the audience. Unaware that I was speaking to anyone but colleagues, I was confronted at the end of my talk by an angry lady, who turned out to be a patient representative. She made sure I noted that her views and personal experience were very different to what I had portrayed. I had unintentionally offended a hypothyroid patient, which I regretted terribly, but after a lengthy discussion with her, which continued with occasional emails for several months, I was delighted to be asked to act as medical advisor for her thyroid patient-led organization. We remain friends and respect each other, though our views are still different.

Eight years on, the ETA draft guideline on L-T4 + L-T3 treatment was posted on the ETA website for wider consultation before its publication. I submitted a lengthy, critical response, which landed me an invitation by the first author of the guideline for this editorial. Voicing opinions on the subject of L-T4 + L-T3 therapy seems a sure way of getting oneself into trouble.

Is there more to say about the treatment of hypothyroidism and the L-T4 + L-T3 story? Thirteen years on since the Bunevicius paper, after 11 randomized controlled studies and a meta-analysis [7], the evidence seems to be pointing in the same direction: there is a consistent placebo effect, but in the end, the outcome is the same. Alternative explanations are that the magnitude of the effect of L-T4 + L-T3 treatment is extremely small and would require a larger sample size to demonstrate in a clinical trial, or it is only beneficial in a very small subpopulation of patients with hypothyroidism, or the delivery of T3 is suboptimal.

The ETA guideline begins with a comprehensive and balanced review of the available evidence that dissects out the weaknesses and remaining areas of uncertainty. And there are plenty: the target patient population, frequency of T3 administration, ratio of T4 to T3 dosing and serum levels achieved are some of them, as well as the fact that some studies did show benefit in certain domains of psychological and cognitive function.

Patients with treated hypothyroidism frequently experience residual symptoms, express lack of satisfaction with their treatment, and seek explanations and alterna-
tives to L-T4. In Europe, as many as 1 million patients may fall in this category, though the aetiology of this phenomenon is unclear. Large population studies have shown that patients taking L-T4 often have abnormal thyroid biochemistry [8], either due to compliance issues or inadequate medical supervision. How clinicians manage patients on thyroid hormone replacement who continue to have symptoms, varies widely. Exclusion of other diagnoses is a sensible starting point, but anecdotally it appears not to be done systematically or at all. Adding T3 to L-T4 is an avenue which some physicians pursue, an approach that is often driven by patients themselves. Prescription habits for T3 differ in Europe. Data from the UK indicate that 0.3% of all thyroid hormone prescriptions were for T3 [9], while in a district in Germany, 8.9% of thyroid hormone prescriptions included T3 [10]. So, the clinical problem of ‘on L-T4 and still tired’ is real and widespread, cannot be ignored, and clinical practice is variable, which leads to the conclusion that there is a need for guidance.

Is there evidence-based advice that clinicians treating hypothyroidism can draw from this guideline? The document quite sensibly advises that firstly, diagnoses other than hypothyroidism should be excluded. It also emphasizes the importance of optimizing L-T4 therapy, as some patients will respond to fine adjustment of L-T4 therapy. This is all sensible, good medicine, nothing new but worth flagging up and useful for the inexperienced or the non-specialist. Having reviewed the very extensive evidence meticulously and arrived at the conclusion that there is insufficient evidence that L-T4 + L-T3 combination therapy is better than T4 monotherapy, the guideline concludes and recommends that T4 monotherapy should be the standard treatment for hypothyroidism. This recommendation is given the highest possible grading (1/+++). Then comes a surprise. The guideline states that 0.3% of all thyroid hormone prescriptions were for T3 [9], while in a district in Germany, 8.9% of thyroid hormone prescriptions included T3 [10]. So, the clinical problem of ‘on L-T4 and still tired’ is real and widespread, cannot be ignored, and clinical practice is variable, which leads to the conclusion that there is a need for guidance.

Doctors are the archetypal pragmatists, and it seems that the authors of the ETA guideline have taken such an approach. Patients demand L-T4 + L-T3 therapy, some physicians (whether we like it or not) do prescribe it, but with unclear indications and widely differing dosing schedules. At the very least, this guideline will help those physicians whose practice it is already to prescribe L-T4 + L-T3 to base their prescribing on a rational, pharmacologically sound, though not necessarily evidence-based footing. Then there are those of us who neither prescribe nor recommend L-T4 + L-T3. Like most in the thyroid community, we were excited by the New England Journal of Medicine publication in 1999 [2] showing benefits of L-T4 + L-T3 combination therapy, changed our practice to L-T4 + L-T3 prescribing, were disappointed by our own observations, which were later confirmed by many randomized controlled trials, then reverted to L-T4 monotherapy. For that breed of thyroidologists, this guideline feels like a Pandora’s box. What additional baggage will ‘experimenting’ with L-T4 + L-T3 therapy carry when the placebo effect wanes? Not unreasonably, patients may wish to experiment further with different ratios of T4/T3 dosages. Should the physician lead, collude, support or disengage when that scenario inevitably unfolds? How easy will it be to judge if treatment has been effective when the outcome is so vague? Will this lead to a roller coaster of raising the hopes and expectations of distressed patients only to be let down by the lack of response? How on earth do we achieve the desired T4/T3 ratios when constrained by the narrow range of dosages of T3 and T4 available by manufacturers? How useful are the formulae provided by the guideline for estimating the dose of T4 and T3 in clinical practice? A glance at some of the forums and blogs on the mass media alarmingly reveals that some patients who have no or a partial response to L-T4 + L-T3 go on to pursue other types of replacement treatments including glucocorticoid, testosterone and growth hormone based on anecdotes of miraculous recovery from incapacitating fatigue, ‘brain fog’ and obesity. How will this change in clinical practice affect expectations by those patients who do not even have hypothyroidism but complain of the symptoms of hypothyroidism and demand thyroid hormone treat-
ment? These concerns may be exaggerations. After all, thyroidologists should be used to the concept of a therapeutic trial. A trial of L-T4 for patients with subclinical hypothyroidism is an accepted and practiced strategy, which is endorsed by guidelines of professional organizations [11, 12], and the experience is certainly not that of an overflowing Pandora’s box. However there are important differences between a trial of L-T4 + L-T3 for hypothyroidism and a trial of L-T4 for subclinical hypothyroidism. The evidence for a beneficial effect for the latter is more sound [14], for the former lacking. L-T4 treatment for subclinical hypothyroidism does no harm and probably does some good in reducing cardiovascular risk factors [15]. L-T4 + L-T3 treatment may have undesirable long-term effects on the heart and bones, optimal L-T4 replacement does not. For these reasons I remain skeptical about the wisdom of a trial of L-T4 + L-T3 treatment and the impact it will have on our practice.

What the ETA guideline does promote is that thyroid experts must engage with the sector of thyroid patients who suffer unexplained symptoms. This is commendable. Patients deserve access to the best quality of information about their condition and how it applies to their own individual circumstances. They need to understand the advantages and downsides of different strategies that may be used to address their symptoms. They must not be left alone to grapple with the mountains of misinformation that seem to abound in the mass media, generously provided by self-appointed experts with unspecified motives. Some patients are so driven by desperation that they are willing to take any risk and hang on to anything that offers hope. They are vulnerable and prone to exploitation. They will obtain supplies of T3 if not by prescription, by mail order, and will use it. It can be argued that even those thyroidologists who are unconvinced by the L-T4 + L-T3 approach and reluctant to incorporate it in their clinical practice have an obligation at the very least to counsel patients and supervise their combination treatment, if the patient chooses to take it. The guideline rightly recommends that managing the patient on thyroid hormone replacement who has residual symptoms should be undertaken only by clinicians who are appropriately trained in thyroidology. This is useful and important and to some extent will help safeguard vulnerable patients from unaccredited practitioners.

On balance, I cautiously welcome the ETA guideline. It is patient centred and will encourage clinicians and disenfranchised patients to engage with each other. This can only be a good thing. The authors have had the courage to take a stance on L-T4 + L-T3 and that is admirable, though it will be perceived as controversial by many of their peers for not being based on evidence. In my view, the proposition to ‘experiment’ with a trial of L-T4 + L-T3 treatment comes with a responsibility that befalls upon the ETA and clinicians who adopt the guideline: to audit it and report back over the next 1–2 years. The thyroid community needs to know: (1) what proportion of patients presenting with unresolved symptoms while on L-T4 have an alternative diagnosis; (2) how often are the target biochemical parameters achieved on L-T4 + L-T3 using the recommended formulae; (3) does the conversion from L-T4 monotherapy to combination L-T4 + L-T3 cause periods of instability of the thyroid status; (4) how many additional consultations and measurements of thyroid function are generated by conversion to L-T4 + L-T3; (5) is L-T4 + L-T3 associated with documented episodes of cardiac arrhythmias or other adverse effects; (6) what proportion of patients decide to abandon the L-T4 + L-T3 ‘experiment’, and finally and most importantly, (7) what is the patients’ opinion and level of satisfaction with the ‘experiment’? This is not difficult to do and although it will never answer the important remaining questions about the L-T4 + L-T3 story, it will be hugely valuable for everyday management of patients with hypothyroidism.

I expect the guideline will change our practice and will stimulate more research on this fascinating topic. I also foresee that the views expressed in this editorial will drive me even into deeper trouble, for which I have no hesitation in blaming the first author of the guideline.
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